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Dear Friend -- 

Election Day is just weeks away, and I am facing an opponent whose malicious

attacks are beyond the pale. He is not just attacking me with lies -- he is also

attacking some of our city’s most vulnerable residents, and besmirching the

memory of my beloved predecessor, Bill Rosendahl.

 

It is genuinely disgusting – and we need to show him voters of the 11th District

won’t tolerate it. Can you help us spread the truth by volunteering on my

campaign?

 

My opponent Mark Ryavec is an advocate of policies the U.S. Ninth Circuit

Court of Appeals has called “cruel and unusual punishment” of people who are

homeless. He speaks of all people who are homeless as criminal predators,

and claims my efforts to house the homeless will cause “assaults, home

invasions, trespassing, burglaries, car break-ins.”

 

Appallingly, he is also maligning the name and memory of Bill Rosendahl -- my

friend, mentor, and predecessor. Mr. Ryavec was easily the most frequent, most

nasty, and most malicious critic of Bill, attacking him repeatedly and personally,

especially for his efforts to end homelessness. And now Mr. Ryavec is claiming

that he and Bill were partners on homelessness issues. It is a sickening assault

on Bill's memory -- and I will not tolerate it.

 

You can help us defeat these lies. We are phoning and going door to door to

talk with voters every day between now and March 7. Will you join us?

 

Campaigns are often a contest of values. I believe in telling the truth, solving



problems, doing good, and getting things done. I know you do, too – and I hope

you’ll help me make sure those values prevail on March 7.

 

THANK YOU.

Mike
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